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　　Abstract　　An algeb raic surface can be defined by an implicit polynomial equation F(x , y , z)=0.In thi s paper , general character-

izations of developable algebraic surfaces of arbitrary degree are presented.Using the shif t operators of the subscripts of Bézier ordinates ,
the uniform apparent discriminants of developable algebraic su rfaces to thei r Bézier ordinates are given di rect ly.To degree 2 algebraic sur-

f aces, which are w idely used in computer aided geomet ric design and graphics , all possible developable surface types are obtained.For
more conveniently applying algebraic surfaces of high degree to computer aided geomet ric design , the notion ofε-quasi-developable su rfaces

is int roduced , and an example of using a quasi-developable algebraic su rface of degree 3 to in terpolate three cu rves of degree 2 is given.
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　　Developable surfaces are surfaces that can be un-
folded into planes wi thout st retching or tearing .They
are studied as important objects all through in com-
puter aided geometrical design.During design and

manufacture of skins of many vehicles , such as air-
craf t skins , ship hulls and automobile , developable
surfaces are a kind of surfaces that are useful , simple
and very important.Especially , skins of some indus-
try products made of paper , leather , plywood , fab-
ric , sheet-metal and plate-metal consist of pieces of
developable surfaces.Therefore appealing to studying
of developable surfaces is more and more urgent.In
classical differential geometry , characterizations and
properties of developable surfaces have already been

studied sufficient ly.Developable surfaces are classi-
f ied into three types , that is , cy lindrical surfaces ,
conical surfaces and tangent surfaces of curves.How-
ever , how to represent , calculate and render devel-
opable surfaces convenient ly and ef ficiently in com-
puter aided design systems is a problem that has not

been solved thoroughly yet.There are tw o classes of
approaches to studying developable surfaces

[ 1]
:ap-

proaches based on the dual representation of sur-
faces[ 2 ～ 4] , and approaches based on the ordinary rep-
resentation of surfaces[ 5 ～ 8] .However , there are in-
herent deficiencies w ith the former class of approach-
es.Fo r example , designing a surface by its dual rep-
resentation is no t very intuitive;i t may be dif ficult to
avoid singulari ties and points at inf inity

[ 9]
;we can

only limit our study to ruled surfaces;and put ting

such surfaces together is not f ree and natural enough.
There are mostly Aumann[ 5] , and Lang and

Röschel
[ 6]

who study the latter class of approaches.
Aumann[ 5] studied the developable characterization of

the ruled surface formed by two Bézier curves(called
the designing curve and the following curve)on tw o

parallel planes , respect ively .Lang and Röschel
[ 6]

presented the developable characterization of the ra-
tional Bézier surface of degree 1×n;Chen and Wang

presented the developable characterization of Bé zier
function surfaces of arbit rary deg ree on the rectangu-
lar and triangular domains[ 7] .In this paper , we will
study the developable characterization of implici tly

defined algebraic surfaces.

It is a method in common use in computer aided

geometric design that algebraic curves or surfaces are

represented by implicit polynomial equations
[ 10～ 17]

.
In R

3 , an implicitly defined algebraic surface of de-
gree n is defined by F :F(x , y , z)=0 , where F is

a polynomial of degree n w ith real coeff icient about

x , y , z.The algebraic surface appearing later in this
paper refers to the surface of F type if we do not give

an explanation in particular.There are several obvi-
ous advantages w ith this kind of representation com-
pared to the parametric representat ion.Firstly , for
its representation by polynomial equations , computing
is more ef ficient than that of representation by general

analy tic functions o r rational polynomial functions.
Secondly , algebraic surfaces naturally classify points



in 3D space into three categories:points inside a sol-
id , points on the boundary and points outside the sol-
id.Thus point classification becomes quite easy ,
which is useful for geometric operations such as inter-
section and of fset.Thirdly , it has mo re degree of

freedom than polynomial o r rational polynomial para-
metric surfaces w ith the same algebraic degree.So it
can represent more complex skins of products with

lower algebraic degree.Lastly , and the most impor-
tantly , algebraic surfaces are closed under geometric

operations such as intersection , union , convolution ,
of fset and blending.So the result surfaces af ter these
operations can be represented exactly other than ap-
proximately , which is important for geometric de-
sign.But the rational polynomial parametric surfaces
w e use usually are no t closed.

In this paper , we fi rst define the algebraic sur-
face patch using Bernstein-Bézier representation.
Then general characterizat ions of developable algebra-
ic surfaces of arbit rary degree are derived.The char-
acterizat ions of developable algebraic surfaces of de-
g ree 2 and its some applications are also presented.
Considering there are many skins of products , which
consist of the material with a litt le retractability , it is
unnecessary to limit skin surfaces to exact developable

surfaces in many industry applications , for example ,
clo thing making with fabric and manufacture with

plastic film .And for more conveniently using alge-
braic surfaces of high degree in computer aided geo-
metric design , we int roduce the notion of the ε-quasi-
developable algebraic surfaces and give an example of

using a quasi-developable algebraic surface of degree 3
to interpolate three curves of degree 2.However , af-
ter all , studying of developable algebraic surfaces is

just at its beginning .For examples , it is significant to
make studies of classifying developable algebraic sur-
faces of deg ree 2 , smoothly jointing several devel-
opable algebraic surfaces , and constructing devel-
opable algebraic spline surfaces.

1　Algebraic surface patches

There are many types of the representations of

algebraic surfaces.By defining each algebraic surface
patch in a tetrahedron and adopting Bernstein-Bézier
representations of polynomial , piecew ise algebraic

surfaces are able to model a w ide variety of geometric

objects[ 17] .And a crucial property of this algebraic

surface patch fo rmulation is that i t inheri ts most of

the tools of Bézier curves and surfaces , such as impos-

ing cross-boundary derivative continuity and operator

representations of surfaces.So w e use this representa-
tion in this paper.

Definition 1.Let V be a given tet rahedron w ith

vertices T1 , T2 , T3 , T4.For a point p ∈V , let
(s , t , u , v)be barycentric coordinates of p with re-
spect to V.Let In be the nonnegat ive integer set.To
each set f={fijkl i , j , k , l∈ In , i+j+k+l=n}, the
algebraic surface patch of degree n in V is def ined

by

F =Bn(f ;s , t , u , v)

= ∑
i+j+k+l=n

f ijklB
n
ijkl(s , t , u , v)=0 ,

s +t +u +v =1 , (1)
where

B
n
ijk l(s , t , u , v)=

n

ijkl
s
i
t
j
u
k
v
l

are Bernstein bases.
n

ijkl
=

n !
i ! j ! k ! l !

.

If we define shift operato rs Er(r=1 ,2 ,3 ,4)on
the subscripts of the Bézier ordinates f ijkl as

E 1 f ijkl = f i+1 , j , k , l , 　E 2 f ijkl = f i , j+1 , k , l ,

E 3 f ijkl = f i , j , k+1 , l , 　E 4 f ijkl = f i , j , k , l+1 , 　
then the algebraic surface patch of deg ree n in V can

be represented as

F =(sE1+tE 2+uE3+vE 4)
n
f 0000=0.

For mo re convenience , the partial derivatives are
given by an operato r representation here.Substi tut-
ing v =1-s-t -u into F and applying the chain

rule , the derivatives of degree 1 of F about s , t , u
are

Fr =n ∑
i+j+k+l=n-1

a
r
ijk lB

n-1
ijkl(s , t , u , v),

a
r
ijkl =(Er -E 4)f ijkl ,

i +j +k +l = n -1 , 　r =1 ,2 ,3.(2a)
Ulterio rly , the derivatives of deg ree 2 of F about s ,
t , u are

Fpq =n(n -1) ∑
i+j+k+l=n-2

b
pq
ijk lB

n-2
ijkl(s , t , u , v),

b
pq
ijk l =(Ep -E 4)(Eq -E 4)f ijkl ,

i +j +k +l =n -2 , 　p , q =1 ,2 , 3.(2b)

2　Developable algebraic surfaces

A differentiable surface is developable if and only

if i ts Gaussian curvature K =0[ 18 ,19] .So it is the key
w ork to derive the expressions of the Gaussian curva-
tures K of surfaces.
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